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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study the problem of locating a predefined
sequence of patterns in a time series. In particular, the studied
scenario assumes a theoretical model is available that contains
the expected locations of the patterns. This problem is found
in several contexts, and it is commonly solved by first synthe-
sizing a time series from the model, and then aligning it to the
true time series through dynamic time warping. We propose
a technique that increases the similarity of both time series
before aligning them, by mapping them into a latent correla-
tion space. The mapping is learned from the data through
a machine-learning setup. Experiments on data from non-
destructive testing demonstrate that the proposed approach
shows significant improvements over the state of the art.

Index Terms— Pattern localization, dynamic time warp-
ing, canonical correlation analysis, time series, alignment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The localization of patterns in a time series is a common data
mining problem, with applications in a multitude of fields,
including biomedicine, finance, industrial engineering and
speech recognition [1, 2, 3, 4]. Contrary to the problem of de-
tection, in which a decision is to be made about the presence
or absence of a pattern, the problem of localization assumes
that the pattern is present and its precise location is to be
retrieved. The temporal nature of the data acquisition process
complicates these tasks, as it causes the shape of the patterns
of interest to suffer deformations in time known as warps.
For pattern detection problems, many techniques exist based
on aligning the query time series to a known reference pat-
tern, commonly through dynamic time warping (DTW) [5].
Similarly, a common pattern localization technique consists
in aligning the query time series to a reference time series
that contains several patterns of interest [3].
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Fig. 1. Concept of the signal-to-model alignment problem.
Top: A blueprint indicating the sizes (in mm) of references
on a 1D body. Bottom: A time series acquired from the true
physical structure. The dashed lines indicate the correct align-
ment between the model and the samples of the signal.

In many scenarios, however, the sequence of patterns to
detect is not available as a reference time series but in the
form of a blueprint that lists the theoretical locations of the
expected patterns. In this case, the localization problem trans-
lates to aligning the time series to a model (the blueprint). A
conceptual overview of this problem, which we refer to as
“signal-to-model” (S2M) alignment, is given in Fig. 1.

The most prominent example of the S2M alignment prob-
lem in the scientific literature is “audio-to-score” alignment
[6] in the context of music information retrieval. There, a
musical recording is to be aligned to the corresponding score.
S2M alignment is encountered in several other contexts as
well, such as industrial environments, where a structure is
measured in a one-dimensional fashion and the measured time
series is to be aligned to a blueprint for this structure. This is
the scenario illustrated in Fig. 1, and a specific application in
non-destructive testing will be discussed in detail in the ex-
periments of Section 4.

The common approach to tackling the S2M alignment
problem consists in first synthesizing a time series based
on the available model, and then aligning the true time se-
ries to this artificial time series through standard alignment
techniques for localization [6]. The main bottleneck in this
approach is the availability of an accurate synthesis tech-
nique. In some contexts, such as music, techniques for syn-



thesis are available that rely on pre-recorded waveforms and
domain-specific knowledge. In other contexts, the design of
an appropriate synthesis technique often represents a com-
plex problem. An additional difficulty is due to variations in
patterns that belong to the same class, illustrated by the pat-
tern “G” in Fig. 1. Even if an appropriate synthesis technique
were available, the alignment would be hindered by these
differences in the true waveforms.

In this paper, we propose a localization framework based
on machine learning that increases the similarity between the
synthesized and the true time series by mapping both into a
latent correlation space. The mapping is learned from a set
of training signals, and by assigning a high degree of freedom
to this mapping, the choice of an appropriate synthesis tech-
nique becomes less critical. We apply the proposed method to
time series data acquired in non-destructive testing, obtaining
a significant improvement over the state of the art.

2. SIGNAL-TO-MODEL ALIGNMENT

2.1. Problem definition

We are given a time series X = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ] and its cor-
responding theoretical modelM, consisting of a sequence of
time markers M = {(si, ti, ci)}i=1,...,M . Here, si and ti
mark the start and end locations of the i-th event of interest,
respectively, and ci ∈ C indicates the class of the event. The
start and end locations can be expressed in any unit that rep-
resents a one-dimensional quantity, for instance millimeters
or seconds. The localization problem can be solved by align-
ing the time series to the modelM, such that for each of the
markers si and ti the corresponding locations (expressed in
samples) in the time series are retrieved. We will denote the
alignment solution as A.

2.2. Standard approach

The standard approach to solving S2M alignment consists in
transforming it into a setting of time-series alignment. This,
however, requires two time series, while the described sce-
nario contains only one (in addition to the model). The second
time series, Y , is synthesized from the information contained
in the model. We briefly outline three synthesis strategies:

• Binary synthesis generates a time series whose values
are 1 in the range [si, ti] of each event and 0 outside.
This is a rudimentary synthesis that may serve if the
true patterns resemble rectangular blocks.

• Replication synthesis consists in replicating a true pat-
tern at every position indicated by the model. This type
of synthesis requires the availability of a training signal
from which patterns can be extracted.

• Generative synthesis encompasses advanced forms of
synthesis that use domain-specific models to generate
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Fig. 2. Dynamic time warping. Left: Optimal alignment be-
tween two time series. Right: Corresponding warping path.

realistic time series. In music-alignment problems this
type of synthesis is most often used [6].

Once the synthesized time series Y is available, it is
aligned to the true time series X , typically through dynamic
time warping [7, 8]. DTW is a well-known technique and
the de-facto standard algorithm for aligning time series. By
relying on dynamic programming, DTW allows to evaluate a
combinatorially large number of warps, each of which con-
sists of local shifts, contractions, and stretches of the signals.
Figure 2 illustrates an alignment solution obtained by DTW,
and its corresponding warping path. The alignment solution,
denoted as A, contains the warping path, which consists of
the pairs of samples from X and Y that are aligned.

The solution A allows to map any location in the model
M (across Y ) to a sample index in the true time seriesX , and
vice-versa, hence solving the localization problem.

2.3. Challenges

As mentioned in the introduction, the main bottleneck in
the standard approach lies in the availability of an accurate
synthesis technique. In problems with little domain-specific
knowledge, for instance, only basic forms of synthesis can
be applied, which may not guarantee sufficient similarity be-
tween the synthesized and the true time series. Furthermore,
even if a realistic synthesis procedure were available, the pat-
terns in the true time series may show variations that hinder
the final alignment.

In order to mitigate the differences between the synthe-
sized and the true time series, an additional transformation is
sometimes performed on both. For music, a chromagram can
be used, which is a condensed form of the spectral informa-
tion, representing notes [6]. Nevertheless, such transforma-
tions are not guaranteed to be optimal, and in essence they
require the availability of domain-specific information.

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

We propose to automatically learn a transformation that maxi-
mizes the similarity between the synthesized and the true time
series. This transformation can be interpreted as a mapping
to a latent space where both time series are more similar. The
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Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed machine learning framework. Left: Training setup. The block “Synth.” represents the syn-
thesis of a time series given a modelM, and f represents a predefined transformation. Right: Test setup. After preprocessing,
testing consists of mapping the time series to the latent space through the projections wx and wy , and finally DTW is performed.

goal of the mapping, therefore, is to emphasize the common
components in both time series, and to suppress noise signals
and artifacts present in only one of them.

The learning process is illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 3,
left plot. In order to learn the mappings, a training time series
X is required, together with a model that has been aligned to
X , for instance by a human labeler. A synthetic time series Y
is first obtained from the aligned model, which now represents
a time series that is perfectly aligned to X .

Next, the optimal transformations need to be learned. The
transformations used in this work are linear filters, which are
implemented as projections of time-embedded vectors. The
transformations f in the diagram, therefore, correspond to
time embeddings in this case. In order to obtain the optimal
mappings, the technique of canonical correlation analysis is
used, which we discuss in the sequel.

3.1. Learning the latent correlation space

Given two multidimensional random variables x and y,
canonical correlation analysis (CCA) seeks a pair of optimal
linear transformations such that the transformed variables are
maximally correlated [9, 10]. In the present context, x ∈ RM

and y ∈ RM represent samples from the time series that
have been time-embedded with an embedding of size M . De-
note by wx and wy the respective projection vectors, and by
xl = x>wx and yl = y>wy the samples from the obtained
transformed time series in the latent space, X l and Y l. If we
represent the covariance matrix between x and y by Rxy , and
equivalently the autocovariance matrices Rxx and Ryy, the
function to be maximized is

ρ = max
wx,wy

w>
x Rxywy√

w>
x Rxxwxw>

y Ryywy

. (1)

This problem can be solved as a generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem, which yields the optimal projectors wx and wy , see [10]
for additional details. Note that the training process is not
limited to a single time series, as the covariance matrices can
be easily constructed for an entire set of training data.

3.2. Testing on new time series

When a new time series is considered, alignment can now be
performed in a straightforward fashion as illustrated by the
diagram of Fig. 3, right plot. Apart from the time series, the
proposed technique requires the corresponding model as an
input, which is not aligned yet at this point. Similarly to the
training process, the model is synthesized into a time series,
and a fixed transformation f (the embedding) is applied to
both time series. Then, the mapping to the latent space is
performed, by projecting the true time series with wx and the
synthesized series with wy . The obtained time series in the
latent space, X l and Y l, now show a high similarity and can
be aligned by applying DTW. The alignment solution A is
finally used to produce a model that has been aligned to the
true time series (as shown in the diagram), or, equivalently, an
alignment of the true time series to the original model.

The entire transformation of the time series consists in
the fixed transformation f followed by the projection to the
latent space. If f represents a large time embedding, M � 1,
the projections possess a large number of degrees of free-
dom to define an optimal one-dimensional latent space. In
some preliminary experiments, we have verified that this flex-
ibility may compensate for poor forms of synthesis, such as
the binary synthesis mentioned earlier. As a result, the pro-
posed machine-learning based technique represents a frame-
work that can be easily applied to S2M alignment problems
in which domain-specific knowledge is scarce.

4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We apply the proposed technique to time series acquired in
non-destructive testing of heat generator tubes [11]. The data
consists of 198 time series acquired through eddy current test-
ing, and for each time series a corresponding blueprint is
available that indicates the theoretical locations of support
structures, similar to the model represented in Fig. 1. Each
support structure leaves a characteristic pattern in the mea-
sured time series. Due to space restrictions, we will only con-
sider a simplified scenario with one class of support patterns.

First, we study the basic alignment problem, in which one
training time series is used to extract a pattern for replication
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Fig. 4. Results for the first experiment. Top: Synthesized time
series, with pattern starts and ends marked below. Second
plot: True time series, with true starts and ends marked. Third
plot: Result of aligning Synth to True using DTW; markers
are shown as estimated by the alignment as well as the true
markers. Bottom: Alignment of the proposed CCA+DTW
technique; The latent representations for both Synth (blue)
and True (red) are shown, and their markers.

synthesis, and a second time series is used for testing the lo-
calization technique. To both time series we artificially add
a common background noise known as “pilgrim noise” [12],
and we further add a small temporal warp. The synthesized
and the test time series are shown in Fig. 4, first two plots.

As a benchmark, we apply the DTW algorithm to align
both series directly. The third plot of Fig. 4 shows the synthe-
sized time series after applying the found time warp. Clearly,
the warping path does not correspond to a valid alignment.
For instance, DTW determined that there is a pattern that in-
cludes sample 600 while there is none, which causes the lo-
calization of all consecutive patterns to shift. On average, the
error between the true markers provided by a human labeler
and markers estimated through time warping of the model
amounts to 85.93 samples.

Next, we apply the proposed method with an embedding
of 20 samples from the past and 20 from the future, i.e. M =
41. Both time series are first mapped to a latent space that
is learned from the training time series, after which standard
DTW is applied. The last plot of Fig. 4 shows the projections,
in the latent space, of the true series and the aligned synthe-
sized series. The estimated markers, shown below together
with the true markers, have an average error of 5.86 samples.

In the second experiment, we test the alignment tech-
niques for different degrees of pilgrim noise, ranging from 0
(no noise) to 1 (noise of the same amplitude as the maximum
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Fig. 5. Mean localization errors obtained by both methods in
the second experiment, for different rates of sine noise.

peak in the signal). A single pattern was used for creating
the synthesis time series, and for learning the latent space a
set of 19 training time series was used. The remaining time
series were used for testing. The optimal embedding for each
amount of noise was determined by cross-validation on the
training data.

Fig. 5 shows the average localization error for DTW and
for the proposed CCA+DTW technique. For low rates of
noise, both techniques perform similarly. Starting from a
noise rate of 0.3, however, the benefit of operating in the
learned latent space becomes clear.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have presented a novel technique for locating patterns in
time series for which a blueprint model is available. Similar
to other methods in the literature, the proposed method oper-
ates by synthesizing the model into a time series, in order to
perform dynamic time warping and aligning both series. In
addition, though, the proposed technique maximizes the sim-
ilarity between both time series, before performing DTW, by
mapping them to a latent space where the time series are max-
imally correlated. This optimal mapping is learned through
canonical correlation analysis. Experiments with eddy cur-
rent testing data show that the proposed technique is capable
of correctly locating patterns in time series in challenging sce-
narios with high degrees of background noise.

The design of the method does not rely on any domain-
specific knowledge, and is therefore expected to operate sat-
isfactorily in a wide range of applications. In future research,
we plan to apply the proposed method among others to the
audio-to-score alignment problem. Due to space restrictions,
we have limited the experiments in this paper to a simplified
setup that highlights the strength of the proposed method.
Nevertheless, preliminary experiments with more complex
setups, including patterns of several different classes, mul-
tidimensional time series, and additional noise types, have
been successful and will also be the topic of future research.
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